Agenda

Introductions

We are a young team and growing!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Google Overview
Google in Africa
Context: 21st Century Computing
Products and Services
Google Apps
Google App Engine
Q&A

• Joseph Mucheru, Country Leader, Google Kenya

Starting at Stanford

1995: Google—A research project at Stanford University

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Office Lead
Technical Lead
Geographic Supervisor
Geographic Specialists
HR and Communications Associate
Localisation Project Manager
Strategic Investment Principal, Google.org
Strategic Partner Development (SPD), Local Markets
Technical Support Associate, Google Applications

The Google Story

Stanford Grad Student Project
(1998)

World Leader in Search & Advertising
(2008)

Google’s Mission

Organize the world's
information and make it
universally accessible and
useful
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Africa

Africa

Sub-Saharan Africa
HIV/AIDS is widespread
in sub-Saharan Africa,
with some 11% of adult
population infected and
an estimated 2 million
deaths caused by AIDS
in 2005.

More than 40% of the population of are
below 15 years in most sub-Saharan
countries, as well as the Sudan but with
the exception of South Africa, in Uganda
as many as 50% (as compared to 20% in
the USA). Infant mortality is high, with
as many as 190 deaths per 1,000 live
births in Angola, and between 25% and
50% malnourished in Tanzania, Kenya,
Sudan, Mozambique, Madagascar,
Zimbabwe, Zambia, Angola and other
countries. HIV/AIDS is widespread in
sub-Saharan Africa, with some 11% of
adult population infected and an
estimated 2 million deaths caused by
AIDS in 2005.

Africa

Least Developed Countries are countries which according to the United Nations exhibit the lowest
indicators of socioeconomic development, with the lowest Human Development Index ratings of all countries in
the world.
three criteria [1] based on:
• low-income (three-year average GNI per capita of less than US $750, which must exceed $900 to leave the list)
• human resource weakness (based on indicators of nutrition, health, education and adult literacy) and
• economic vulnerability (based on instability of agricultural production, instability of exports of goods
and services, economic importance of non-traditional activities, merchandise export concentration, and
handicap of economic smallness, and the percentage of population displaced by natural disasters)

SOME Global CONTEXT!
•

•

•

Kenya

The Evolution of Computing

Computer Technology today is simply “micro processors
and software” of varying sizes used to do almost anything
Today we are in a position to put a microprocessor and
software into anything (alive or dead) for anything
We can use technology to leapfrog development

1960’s
1970’s
1980’s
1990’s

-

Mainframe Computers
Mini Computers
Personal Computers
Networking, Internet & Distributed Computing

2000’s
2000’s The
The Fifth
Fifth Wave!
Wave! -- Cloud
Cloud Computing
Computing
Put’s
Put’s computing
computing everywhere,
everywhere, offers
offers limitless
limitless amounts
amounts of
of
information,
information, services
services and
and entertainment,
entertainment, all
all the
the time,
time, everywhere!
everywhere!

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed)
decompressor
QuickTime™
and a
are needed
to see thisdecompressor
picture.
TIFF
(Uncompressed)
are needed to see this picture.

Unlike
Unlike previous
previous waves,
waves, it
it is
is not
not driven
driven by
by aa single
single piece
piece of
of hardware
hardware
or
or by
by how
how aa corporation
corporation deploys
deploys it.
it.

Each wave lifted some companies and dropped those that could
not adapt to the new wave. Remember Lotus 123?
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Drivers of the Fifth Wave of Computing

Drivers of the Fifth Wave of Computing

Cheap and ubiquitous computing devices -- from PCs to Cell phones,
PDAs, iPods and shuffles -- [ commodification ]
Low cost omnipresent bandwidth -- dial, gsm, adsl, wifi, gprs, WiMAX [
availability of broadband everywhere]
Today’s local area networks move data at gigabits per second. This is equivalent to a full DVD quality movie every 38 seconds

Open Standards -- open source changes the game - anyone can add,
alter or innovate on what others have done so long as they share the
developments they add.
Unlimited Processor Power and Storage! Examples: Amazon,
Wikipedia, Google Maps, FaceBook, Google Apps, Google App Engine,
Google Android, Open Social

Communities
Communities &
& Audiences
Audiences
In the past;
communication between community and audience was largely enforced by
media -- telephones were good for one-to-one conversations but bad for
reaching large numbers quickly
TV and Radio had the inverse set of characteristics

Today;
The Internet bridged the divide, by providing a single medium that could be
used to address either communities or audiences.
e-mail can be either group conversation or broadcast
blogs are also adding two-way features to the web’s largely one way
publishing model

The beginning of “the Social Web” - Information Discovery no
longer solitary, Information sharing becoming passive

Drivers of the Fifth Wave of Computing

Drivers of the Fifth Wave of Computing

Summary
Summary

Digital
Digital Kids
Kids
•

Today’s students are different than students were 15 years ago. They learn differently and
as a result feel disconnected from schools that were designed for another time.

•

This digital generation takes in and responds to rapidly transmitted sights and sounds
whether on television, computers, or video games.

•

Digital students are hypercommunicators.

•

They use many means to stay in constant touch with their peers and to access information
about their world. They commonly use land phones, cell phones, beepers, iPods, handheld
devices (PDAs), email, the Internet, instant messaging, and social networking.

•

Digital students are multitaskers.

•

They see no problem watching TV, browsing the Internet, listening to music, and
communicating with their friends at the same time.

•

Digital students are goal oriented.

•

When multitasking, they may pursue multiple goals at the same time. Digital students are
ambitious and success oriented.

Together these forces have created the technological infrastructure
from which the fifth wave is rising
The growth is primarily from the grass roots -- armies of mobile users
discover new ways to exploit the connectivity that surrounds them
Creates new business opportunities & threats
The adoption of the fifth wave will lead to both personal and
organisational success or failure in the 21st century.

These are the future consumers

The fifth wave is all about dealing with the impact of knowledge and
unrelenting change [caused by disruptive technologies] - For example
- Google.com, Pandora.com, Hulu.com

The success or failure of a business will be based on it’s ability to
adapt to the ever changing market conditions and it’s ability to
obtain and use knowledge;

Google Products and Service

“Cloud Computing”

Ads
Search

Apps
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Start Page – Mobile Access

End-User Benefits: Communicate

Introducing Google Apps
Gmail
Make e-mail a usable information tool
Talk
Instant communication within and outside your business
Calendar
Personal, shared, and public calendars
Docs & Spreadsheets
Simple real-time document collaboration from anywhere
Wiki- Google Sites
Easily created and edited group pages
Start Page
Your personal view of all your information

1 Access your e-mail and
attachments wherever you
are. Access all your e-mail
anywhere you’re at, with the same
rich user experience. Get IM and
e-mail in the same window.

2 E-mail and IM
while on the
go. Mobile email. Also, chat
with your
contacts from
your Blackberry.

Postini Communication Security and Compliance
Protect your information and comply with regulatory requirements
21

3 Size matters. Really.
Don’t delete or archive another
important e-mail or attachment
because of a full inbox.

4 Keep track of all your
communications.
Search IMs just like
you search e-mail.
Get VoiceMails in
your Inbox.

5 Find it all.
With great search. Who needs
folders? Find e-mails, attachments
and more in fractions of a second.

Google Confidential

End-User Benefits: Share

End-User Benefits: Collaborate

1 Share documents and
information with everyone…

3 Keep everyone in
the loop.

Easily share documents with your
entire organization.

Publish calendars of
events and meetings
anyone (or just a
select few) can
subscribe to.

1 Get on the same page.
Literally.
Collaborate with documents and
spreadsheets many people can
make changes to at the same
time. Get updates real-time.

Restrict
permissions
to only a
group of
people.

on the web, so you can always
refer to that important document
while on the go.

5 Find it all.
Quickly find all your documents
and those people share with you.

Start creating a document from
scratch, or upload an existing
document – even have it e-mailed.

4 Take them
offline. Need to
send your
document
around? Save it
as HTML, RTF,
Word, PDF…

4 Access critical information
on the go. Everything is available
2 … or with just a few.

3 Create, upload or e-mail

2 Go back in time.

See changes people made,
and switch between versions.

5 Go ahead, throw your laptop
through the window. Anyway,
your documents are safe with us
and saved automatically as you
work.
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The New Inbox:
Converged Communications and Context

Business & IT Benefits

Security and Privacy

Easy Integration

Industry-leading security and
privacy practices.
Your data is safer with us.

APIs for: provisioning;
archiving, routing and
more.

Great value,
Simple licensing
Straightforward per-user
licensing.

Low Maintenance
Forget about patches,
hardware maintenance.
Focus on value-added IT.

The New Inbox: Rethinking the Calendar

The New Inbox: Document Collaboration

The New Inbox: Shared Spreadsheets
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